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1 - Why is my premium so high ?
Auto insurance premium rates are based on
a variety of risk factors, and vary by
company. Your age, gender, the type of car
you drive, the number of years insured, any
prior accidents, claims, or traﬃc violations
are all factors that may be taken into
consideration when calculating insurance
premiums. For example, a driver that has
been insured continuously for the past 5
years with no accidents or tickets will have a
much diﬀerent rate than an inexperienced
driver who just obtained their drivers
license, or a driver that has been in a recent
accident.
Another factor that aﬀects the cost of your
premium is how often you drive. If you have
a long commute to work every day, you are
statistically more likely to be involved in an
accident, and will end up paying a higher
premium. If you use public transportation
during the week, only driving your car on
weekends, you should expect to pay a lower
premium than someone who uses his or her
car daily to commute to work.

“By increasing your deductibles, it is
possible for you to decrease your
monthly or yearly premium!”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance

If you are concerned about the price of your premium, it is a good idea
to call your agent and discuss whether or not you can decrease the
amount of coverage included in your contract. By increasing your
deductibles, it is possible for you to decrease your monthly or yearly
premium. Also, don’t be afraid to ask your insurance broker to check
for discounts that you may be eligible for.
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2 - Will my insurance go down
after the first year ?
Many people expect their car insurance
to automatically drop because they
have been with the same insurance
company for a couple years. The
assumption is that if they do not have
any claims, their rates will go down.
Unfortunately, this is not always the
case.

accidents or tickets on their driving
record are considered lower-risk, and
are likely to see their insurance
premium decrease marginally each
year until the maximum discount level
is reached.

Still, having a clean driving record does
not guarantee that your premium will
Drivers who are thought to be at risk
decrease. Rates are occasionally
for accumulating points on their driving affected by other factors, such as
record will always pay a higher
across the board rate increases. If an
premium. That is why everyone starts
insurance company raises the rates on
out as a young driver with high rates. A all of their policies, you may see your
lack of driving experience is associated premium stay the same, or even
with a higher risk of accidents, so if
increase, for that particular year.
you are under 25, it is unlikely that you
will see a yearly discount on your
insurance premium.
“Drivers who are thought to be at
risk for accumulating points on their
For those over 25, practicing safe
driving record will always pay a
driving habits can be good - not only
higher premium”
for your well-being, but for your bank
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance
account. As you gain more experience,
insurance companies are more likely to
give you a break. Drivers without any
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3 - Is my insurance going to drop
as soon as I turn 25 ?
When inexperienced drivers are just starting
out with their license, they have no prior record
to prove that they practice safe driving habits.
Since accident rates for young drivers have
always been high, especially for young single
males, insurance companies need to protect
themselves against potential losses. This
protection is passed on to young drivers in the
form of higher premium rates.
As young drivers mature and gain more
experience, they are statistically less likely to
be involved in an accident. For this reason,
many insurance companies consider drivers
over 25 to be in a lower risk category.
Insurance companies frequently calculate
premium rates, at least partially, based on

category of risk, which often translates into a
lower premium for drivers over the age of 25. It
is important to note that if you have any
accidents or traffic violations on your driving
record, those may place you back in a higherrisk category and cancel out any lower
premium rate that you may have been eligible
for because of your age.
Insurance premiums are typically calculated
based on an annual contract, so it is likely that
you will have to wait until your annual contract
is renewed before you are able to take
advantage of the savings. Some insurance
companies are able to change the terms of the
contract mid-term, so as you cross that
quarter-century milestone, it is important call
your broker to inquire about this discount.

“As young drivers mature and
gain more experience, they are
statistically less likely to be
involved in an accident. For
this reason, many insurance
companies consider drivers
over 25 to be in a lower risk
category”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance
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4 - If I have already paid off my tickets, why
has my premium gone up because of them ?
Everybody makes mistakes, but when you
make a mistake driving your car, it can get
expensive.
Many traffic violations have a demerit
point attached to them. When you
commit a violation, the demerit points are
added to your driving record. If you
receive 15 or more demerit points in a 2year period, your license will be
suspended. Although demerit points do
not directly affect insurance premium
rates, having your driver’s license
suspended will definitely affect your rate.

“Always remember that driving is a
privilege - not a right”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance

Insurance premiums are calculated based
on many different risk factors.
Statistically, drivers who operate their
vehicle above the speed limit, or commit
other traffic violations, are more likely to
be involved in accidents. Basically, the
fact that you have received a ticket at all is

If you have only received one minor speeding ticket, there is a chance that your rate may
not increase. However, if you have received multiple speeding tickets, or were caught
driving at a high rate of speed, it is very likely that you will see an increase in your
premium. Even with no additional blemishes on your driving record, you can expect your
premium to remain at this new higher rate for up to 3 years.
Always remember that driving is a privilege – not a right. If you get caught abusing that
privilege, there will be consequences, and those consequences may include an increase
in your insurance premium.
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5 - If I lend my vehicle to someone,
will my insurance cover them in an accident ?
Typically, if you lend your car
out to someone from time to
time, and they have a driver’s
license that is in good
standing, your policy will
provide the primary coverage
in the event of an accident. If
your friend has an insurance
policy, their policy will likely
only cover the amount over
and above your coverage
limits. However, all policies
differ, and some might outline
conditions for the coverage. If
your policy is unclear, it is a
good idea to contact your

insurance broker so that he or
she can go through the policy
details with you.
Be sure to exercise caution
when you are lending your
vehicle to someone else. Keep
in mind that when you lend out
your car, you are also lending
your car insurance. In the
event of an accident, the claim
will be charged to your policy,
and your rates will increase the
next time your annual contract
is renewed, just as they would
if you were the driver involved

in the accident. If your friend
has their own insurance, but
borrows your car on a semiregular basis, it might be a
good idea for you to require
your friend to obtain a obtain
an SEF 27 or “Legal Liability
for Damage to Non-Owned
Automobile” endorsement on
their insurance as a condition
for lending them your car.
That way, if they get in an
accident, the claim will go
against your friend’s insurance
instead of yours.

“Keep in mind that when you
lend out your car, you are also
lending your car insurance”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance
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6 - Why did my insurance rates go up
because I moved?
You’ve made the move to another
city, and on top of the extra
expenses of boxes and packing
supplies, hiring movers, deposits
for utility companies, and having
your mail changed over, now you
find out that the cost of your
insurance has gone up too.
When calculating premium rates,
insurance companies consider
many factors. The area in which
you live is one of the larger factors
that affect premium rates. How far
you live from work, crime rates,
population density of the
community, accident rates in your
new area, and local laws and
regulations all play a role in the
calculation of your premium. A
move to another community, even
within the same city, can
dramatically change your
premium.
For example, more cars are stolen or
damaged in urban areas than in rural
areas, so if you make the move to a
more urban area, you are likely to see an
increase in your insurance premium.
Similarly, if you move into a university
city that has a large number of young
drivers, the accident rates for that city

“If you are planning on making a
move, it is a good idea to call your
broker and ask about how your
move will impact your insurance
premium”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance

are likely to be higher, and you will be
charged a higher rate.
If you are planning on making a move, it
is a good idea to call your broker and
ask about how your move will impact
your insurance premium.
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7 - Will my insurance policy automatically
cover my rental vehicle ?
This is a common question that is
asked of customer service agents at
car rental companies all over the
country. Many people assume that
their auto insurance will follow them
no matter what vehicle they are
driving. This is not the case when it
comes to rentals. Your policy will not
automatically provide coverage for a
rental vehicle. Not knowing the exact
details of your specific policy,
employees at the car rental companies
will not be able to give an accurate
answer to your question.
In order for a rental vehicle to be
covered, your policy needs to include
several specific coverage options.
First, you must have both collision and
comprehensive coverage on your
personal vehicle. Collision coverage
pays for damage that is sustained to
your car when you hit another vehicle
or object, and comprehensive

“Your policy will not automatically
provide coverage for a rental
vehicle”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance

insurance covers your vehicle against
other losses, such as fire or theft. Since
both of these coverage options are not
mandatory, it is possible that you do
not have them added to your policy.
This especially may be the case if your
car is older, or if you are trying to keep
your premium low.
In addition to these two options, you
must also obtain an SEF 27 or “Legal
Liability for Damage to Non-Owned
Automobile” endorsement, which
transfers the coverage from your
personal vehicle to the rental vehicle.
Your broker can assist you in arranging
for this additional coverage.
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8 - If I get into an accident, will my insurance
company provide a rental car while repairs
are done to my car?
Being involved in an accident
can mean a significant
inconvenience while your
vehicle is in for repairs.
Depending on the damage,
your car may be in the shop
for days – or even weeks. If
the other party to the accident
was the one at-fault, there can
be delays or disputes when
trying to contact their
insurance company to arrange
for your temporary rental car.
In the meantime, you still have
a job that you need to
commute to, groceries that
need to be transported, and

children that need
vehicle is stolen or involved in
chauffeuring. This problem can an accident.
be especially pronounced for
families who rely on one car.
Without this additional
coverage, a rental car will not
If you are concerned about
be automatically provided for
what may happen in the
you. Some insurance
aftermath of an accident, it is
companies may charge for this
recommended that you call
option, while others include a
your broker and inquire about predetermined amount free of
adding an SEF 20 or “Loss of charge. Also, each insurance
Use” endorsement. Adding
company may have different
SEF 20 coverage to your
coverage limits, so it is
policy ensures that your
important to discuss the
insurance company will
options with your insurance
provide you with a rental car at broker.
no cost in the event your

“Adding SEF 20 coverage to your
policy ensures that your insurance
company will provide you with a
rental car at no cost in the event
your vehicle is stolen or involved in
an accident”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance
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9 - I am planning a road trip to Mexico.
Does my policy cover me ?
Road trips can be fun, but there
are many opportunities for
things to go wrong. Driving on
unfamiliar roads, and in
possible extreme weather
conditions, puts you at a higher
risk for an accident. It is
important for you and your
family to be prepared for the
unexpected.
Polices purchased in Canada
are only valid in Canada and
the U.S.A. Your insurance
policy will not provide coverage
in Mexico. In fact, Mexico does
not honor any insurance policy
that has not been issued from a
Mexican licensed provider. At
the very minimum, you will
need to purchase liability
insurance from a Mexicanbased insurance company. If
you are involved in an accident
and do not have liability
insurance purchased from
Mexico, you will be taken into
police custody until liability and
your ability to pay the penalty
can be determined. You may
also be prevented from leaving
the country, even if you require
urgent medical care.

“Policies purchased in Canada are
only valid in Canada and the U.S.A.
Your insurance policy will not
provide coverage in Mexico.”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance

Although Mexican car insurance can be purchased last
minute at the border, you are likely to get a better deal
and better coverage if you research companies on the
internet. Many websites will allow you to get a free
online quote, as well as read about your specific
coverage before you make a purchase. Most insurance
policies will require that your vehicle be fixed at a repair
shop in Mexico, so make sure you read closely to find a
policy that will allow you to repair your car when you
get back to Canada.
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10 - Can I get replacement cost coverage
on my vehicle ?
Typically, car insurance
companies will reimburse
you for the cash value of
your car up until the date
of the accident.
However, new cars can
depreciate very quickly,
so if you are involved in
an accident shortly after
the purchase of your car,
the amount paid to you
will be based on the
depreciated value of your
car, which can be
significantly less than
what you paid for it.

“used” car, which
depreciates its value by
approximately 9%. If
you get in an accident
while you are driving
home from the car
dealership, the
insurance company will
only pay you $54,600 to
replace your car.

“Call your broker and ask
about an SEF 43R or
“Limited Waiver of
Depreciation”
endorsement.”
~Chad Mullen, Lane’s Insurance

anywhere from 3 to 5
years, if you have
suffered an insured loss.
In order to protect your
With this coverage,
investment, it is a good
losses are paid to you
idea to obtain
without taking
replacement cost
coverage on your vehicle. depreciation into
You will need to call your account. SEF 43R
For example, let’s say
broker and ask about an coverage is only available
if you recently purchased
you purchased a brand
SEF 43R or “Limited
your vehicle from a
new $60,000 car, and got Waiver of Depreciation”
dealership brand new, so
in an accident driving it
endorsement. With SEF
if you purchased your
home. As soon as you
43R coverage, your
vehicle used, this
drove that car off of the
insurance company will
lot, it went from being a
provide the replacement coverage option is not
available to you.
brand new car to a
cost of your vehicle, for
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